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Abstract— Opinion Mining, also known as sentiment analysis, refers to the identification and extraction of subjective
information from the source materials. Recently, microblogging has been a very popular tool for communication among
Internet users. It is well known that there are plenty of raw data being posted by people as real time messages about their
views on a variety of products and topics in daily life. Therefore, it is imperative to develop a method which will collect and
analyze these data, which could be used by users or managers and enable them to make informed decisions. The scope of the
research work, described in this thesis, is to enhance the efficiency of existing Opinion Mining methods and also give a
novel approach or method to handle complex negative sentences. The main aim of this research is to handle both the
subjective and objective sentences, which are very often, exist on the web in form of Tweets, News Articles, Blogs, Reviews of
Products and Movie etc.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the growing popularity of the Web 2.0, we are increasingly provided with documents expressing opinions on different
topics. Micro-blogging is a very popular communication tool among Internet users. Recently, new research approaches were
defined in order to automatically extract such opinions on the Internet [1].
There are various Micro-blogging sites are present now days, in which Facebook and Twitter is widely used. Now days,
information is generated and managed through either computer or mobile devices by one person and used by many other
persons. In social media, people posting real time messages about their opinions with lots of raw data contained on that
information. To collect and analyse these data is a worthwhile research endeavour.
Opinion mining is the field of study that analyzes people’s sentiments, attitudes, opinions, appraisals, evaluations, and
emotions towards entities such as products, services, events, organizations, individuals, issues, topics and their attributes [2].
Opinion mining determines whether the comments are positive, negative or neutral. It also aims to extract attributes and
components of the object that have been commented on the documents. Individuals as well as organizations are using this
approach too. The main task of opinion mining is to analyze the sentiments of people, accessing their emotions, attitudes and
views.
Opinions can be of either Regular and Comparative Opinions or Explicit and Implicit Opinions. Opinion in the literatures is
often referred to as regular opinion. Regular opinions consist of two main sub-types: direct opinions and Indirect Opinions. A
relation of similarities or differences between two or more entities is expressed by comparative opinion. An explicit opinion is a
subjective statement that gives a regular or comparative opinion whereas an implicit opinion is an objective statement that
implies a regular as well as comparative opinion. An implicit opinion is also called implied opinion.
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With the rapid growth of social media that is Twitter, forum discussions, reviews, blogs, comments and postings in social
network site on the Web, persons and organizations are more and more using the content of these media for decision making.
Whenever one need to make a decision one wants to hear other’s opinions that is why opinions of people’s always play an
important role in decision making process. Individuals as well as organizations are using this approach too.
The main task of opinion mining is the analysis of sentiments of people and also accessing their emotions, attitudes and
opinions. Similarly, because of the viral nature of social media some issues rapidly and unpredictably become important
through rumour; the necessity to gain a real-time understanding of people’s concerns has grown. Due to this inconsistency, the
public dispute in social media is characterized by thoughtlessness and auto-referentiality. Similarly, the total amount of
unprocessed data is also an opportunity to better make sense of opinions.
The origin of Web 2.0 and social media content has encouraged much enthusiasm and created abundant opportunities for
understanding the opinions of the general public and consumers toward company strategies, social events, product fondness,
political movements, and marketing campaigns [3].
A. Applications of Opinion Mining
There are various applications that use the techniques developed in this field to know the customers interested in brand
tracking and market perception. There are variety of activities that may be involved are as follows:
 Automated content analysis helps dealing out large amount of qualitative data.
 Tracking combined user views for rating of products and services.
 Opinions matter a great deal in politics. Some work has focused on understanding what voters are thinking.
 Evaluating feedback in multiple languages.
 To understand the voice of the customer as expressed in everyday communications.
 For organizing the policy statements in a logical way, argument mapping software is used.
 Measuring response to company-related events and incidents.
 Analyzing consumer trends, competitors and market buzz.
B. Key Challenges in Opinion Mining
Currently, the solutions for opinion mining which is also known as sentiment analysis are evolving rapidly, with reduced
human interventions needed to classify the comments. Following are the key challenges in opinion mining:
 Grouping of synonyms is also a difficult task. The different words could be used to refer to the same feature of the
object that creates problem. Therefore, such words must be recognized and grouped together.
 Another key challenge is orientation classification of opinion where the opinion’s orientation is identified.
 At the document level, classification of evaluating texts does not give knowledge about likes and dislikes of the opinion
proprietor.
 The main challenge in opinion mining is that there is a difference between comments entered by different peoples. The
use of language, knowledge and abbreviations varies from person to person.
 Due to various reasons the task of extracting the opinions expressed in texts is another challenge. For example, the
same word could have dissimilar polarities based on the context of matter.
 Identify comparison words totally depends on their context. So, this is another issue in opinion mining.
 Monitoring opinions changing with the course of time is another challenge.
 Some peoples are expressing positive as well as negative comments in the same sentence which is another very big
challenge for opinion mining. When people communicate with each other via informal mediums, this issue is very
common.
 There are misleading opinions due to spam opinion which are:
 Important terms repetition
 Removal of many unrelated terms

II. RELATED WORK
From machine learning, bag-of-words approaches to rule-based techniques, there has been a wide range of research done on
Opinion mining. The three main research directions of opinion mining operate on the document level [4,5], the sentence level
and the phrase level, Where the first two classification methods are usually based on the identification of opinion words or
phrases using basically two types of approaches. The first approach is lexicon-based approach whereas the second one is the
rule-based approaches. In the lexicon based approach, a lexicon table with each word in this table belonging to positive or
negative evaluations will be built first then echo count of positive words and negative words will be calculated. Whereas the
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parts-of-speech (POS) taggers will first be used to tag each word in rule-based approaches with co-occurrence patterns of words
and tags will be found to determine the sentiments.
In this research work, we are more focusing on real time data which is found over microblogging sites like Facebook and
Twitter on which users post real time reactions. We are considering twitter’s data for performing opinion mining. The tweets are
much unstructured in nature because they are short, complex and filled with slangs. Habitually people do not care about the
grammar of their Tweets. A number of current approaches on Opinion Mining take this into account and perform opinion
classification that classifies opinion texts or sentences as positive, neutral or negative [6].
Sentence-Based Sentiment Analysis introduced by Alexandre and Francesc [7] uses the Semeval 2007 dataset and a Twitter
corpus to evaluate the efficiency of Sentiment Analysis. These dataset are used for due to their affective nature and their
granularity at the sentence level that is appropriate for an expressive TTS scenario. They were developed an EmoLib framework
which is used for structuring prototypes that allows studying the appropriateness of different strategies.
A model called Opinion Miner was introduced by Liang and Dai [8] that can automatically analyze the sentiments of microblog messages. In this research work, the system is combined with manually annotated data from Twitter which is a most
popular microblogging platform. By using this approach, machines can learn how to automatically extract the set of messages
which contain opinions and determine their sentiment directions i.e. positive or negative by using this system and sort out nonopinion messages.
A novel method to identify opinion features from online reviews by exploiting the difference in opinion feature statistics
across two corpora, one domain-independent corpus and one domain-specific corpus was introduced by Zhen et al. [9]. They
built a model which Identifies Features in Opinion Mining via Intrinsic and Extrinsic Domain Relevance.
There are numerous methods of Opinion Mining were developed by various researchers. The comparison among them is
shown in Table I, which shows the data source taken by the researchers with their accuracies.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF VARIOUS EXISTING METHODS FOR OPINION MINING
ML Algorithm

Data Source

Year

Accuracy

References

Microblogs

2013

70.39%

[8]

Cantonese reviews

2011

93%

[10]

Movie reviews

2011

85.8%

[11]

Microblogs

2010

82.5%

[12]

Microblogs

2009

82.7%

[6]

Reviews

2008

77.5%

[13]

Chinese sentiment corpus

2008

85.58%

[14]

Reviews

2006

77.5%

[15]

Car reviews

2005

86%

[16]

Reviews

2003

81.9-87.0%

[4]

Reviews

2002

81.5%

[5]

Movie review

2011

85.4%

[11]

Microblogs

2009

83%

[6]

Reviews

2008

77.1%

[17]

Reviews

2002

81.0%

[5]

Tweets

2013

73.0%

[7]

Movie review

2011

86.4%

[11]

Microblogs

2009

71.56%

[6]

Naïve Bayes

Maximum
Entropy
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Support Vector
Machines

Reviews

2008

77.4%

[13]

Chinese sentiment corpus

2008

86.64%

[14]

Reviews

2006

84.6%

[15]

Movie reviews

2006

86.2%

[18]

Reviews

2002

82.9%

[5]

Chinese sentiment corpus

2008

86.64%

[14]

Tweets

2010

66.0-87.0 %

[19]

K-nearest
Neighbor

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
An opinion is a quintuple, (ei, aij, sijkl, hk, tl), where ei is the name of an entity, aij is an aspect of ei, sijkl is the sentiment on
aspect aij of entity ei, hk is the opinion holder, and tl is the time when the opinion is expressed by hk. The sentiment sijkl is
positive, negative, or neutral, or expressed with different strength levels [2]. Based on this theory, an empirical approach is
proposed in this research work.
In this proposed approach, tweets from Twitter are crawled first then due to unstructured format of tweets, some preprocessing steps will be performed. After performing pre-processing on tweets, the tweets which contain opinion will be
extracted and non-opinion tweets will be discarded. After extracting the opinionated tweets, the classification over them will be
performed. Then training data will be made based on three categories i.e. positive neutral and negative and combined together
to build the classifier. In this proposed model SVM classifier is used to classify the opinions into positive, neutral and negative
categories.

Fig. 1 Flowchart of proposed work
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
In this section, evaluation of whole system is done and a result for predicting the semantic orientations on Twitter is
presented. The main task of the system is to classify tweets to positive versus neutral versus negative categories.
Part A describes the datasets used in the experiment and pre-processing of data is shown in part B. Result of each step and
the final result of this research are shown in part C whereas Part D defines the comparison of proposed system with other
existing models.
A. Data Sets
In this research work, Twitter API is used to collect data by extracting tweets from twitter which is a social media website.
Tweets are crawled based on 10 distinct categories of cricket (i.e. world cup, Indian premier league, BPL T20, T20Blast,
Natwest T20 Blast, County Cricket etc.) because Twitter API has a limit of 100 tweets in a response for any request. Language
parameter is set to English in twitter API as to test the system on tweets in English.

Fig. 2 Extraction of live tweets from Twitter

B. Pre-Processing
Based on extracted tweets, one dataset is generated which is unstructured in nature so it’s pre-processing is necessary. Tweets
are pre-processed as follows:
 All the tweets are eliminated which are not in English.
 All words are transformed into lower case.
 All the special characters are removed.
 All the stop words are removed from tweets.
 All the tweets are eliminated which have just a URL.
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Fig. 3 Stop Word Removal

In computing, stop words are words which are filtered out before or after processing of natural language data. Fig. 3 shows
the list of stop words which are removed from the tweets to make analysis process more efficient.
All the unique words are assigned by a token value which is unique for each word. Fig. 4 shows the token generation process
where each word from tweets is assigned by a unique token value.
After the token generation for each world, the next step is to prepare training dataset for three distinct categories which is
positive, negative and neutral. For each category, a unique label is assigned which differentiates them from each other. The
label for positive category is 1, label for neutral category is 0 and for negative category, the label is -1.

Fig. 4 Token Generation
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As shown in Fig. 5, the training dataset for all three categories (i.e. positive/ neutral/ negative) are generated. Each
tweet with their token value and word count is mentioned in the training dataset.

Fig. 5 Final Training Dataset

C. Result Analysis
After generating training dataset for each category, all the dataset are combined together to form the final training dataset
to test the classifier. In this research work SVM classifier is used to test the dataset.
Fig. 6 shows the accuracy of the overall opinion mining system generated in this approach.

Fig. 6 Classifier Accuracy

The overall accuracy of this system is 83.19 % which is shown in fig. 6.
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We have also built a system for opinion mining based on a standard IMDB dataset available on web. All the implementation
steps using this dataset are same as discussed earlier with twitter’s manually annotated dataset.

Fig. 7 Training Data for Standard Dataset

Fig. 7 shows the combined training dataset which is given to the SVM for training purpose.

Fig. 8 Classifier Accuracy for standard dataset

Fig. 8 shows the overall accuracy of this approach in which standard dataset is used.
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D. Comparison of models
The proposed method was compared with two existing models namely Expressive TTS system and Opinion miner which
showed the accuracy of 73.0% and 70.39%, respectively (Table II). However, the proposed method resulted into 83.19%
accuracy which was better than the aforementioned models.
TABLE II
ACCURACY COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT MODELS
Model

Accuracy (%)

References

Expressive TTS system

73.0

[10]

Opinion miner

70.39

[11]

Proposed method

83.19

--

Fig. 9 Comparison of proposed model with existing model

Fig. 9 shows the comparison of accuracies of different models with our proposed system.
V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this research work, a system is generated which integrated machine learning techniques and domain-specific data. The
experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of the whole system. Machine learning performed well in the classification
of sentiments in tweets. In proposed work, support vector machine is used to classify the sentiments in tweets. In this work, the
use of domain-specific training data to build the model was demonstrated, and obtained a very positive performance.
In future, further improvement and refinement in this technique could be made in order to enhance the accuracy of the
method. With this in mind, the following is a list of possible research directions. Distinct machine learning techniques can be
strategically deployed in different parts, to analyze which method is more suitable. Finally, rule-based models or methods of
natural language processing can be incorporated into our system.
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